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Digital scholarship outline

■ As scholars use new digital tools and resources to expand their scope of research
and teaching, digital (hybrid) libraries are evolving to support them.

■ These different needs have led digital libraries to develop a wide range of service 
models to support curricular and research needs at their institutions. 



Digital scholarship

■ Digital scholarship is the use of digital evidence, methods of inquiry, research, 
publication and preservation to achieve scholarly and research goals (Abbey 2011)

■ Digital scholarship: this is a trend that cascades across all academic disciplines, 
from the humanities to the sciences, with often varying needs from different
researchers. 



Methodology

■ Etnographic study

■ Based on the research by Bianca Kramer and Jeroen Bosman
– Knowledge base of scholarly communication tools
– Questionnaire (Deadline Feb 10):
– https://innoscholcomm.typeform.com/to/Csvr7b?source=5p2c6L



Activities of scholars: 
minimum functional requirements

Hull; Pettifer; Kell Defrostring the Digital Library in McIntosh 2011, p. 
24



Database: scholarly communication 
tools

http://bit.ly/innoscholcomm-list







My results



Example research workflows: 
traditional to experimental

Add no functionality compared to print era,  except online accessibility

Represent radical change, with sometimes uncertain technologies and outcomes;  still 
under development 

Use scale and linking possibilities of the internet  to increase speed and efficiency

Actually change ‘the way it’s always been done’  – e.g. user-driven, different business  
models, changes in the sequence of research activities, shifting stakeholder roles



Example research workflows: 
traditional to experimental



Survey: demographics (at end 2015, 8028 
records)

What is your research role?



Survey: demographics (at end 2015, 8028 
records)

What discipline are you working in?



Early career vs. senior researchers:
the example of outreach

Early career
researchers

Senior researchers

All
respondents
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Open Science

■ The Open Science initiative aims to make research and data accessible to and 
reusable by the broadest possible audience. 

■ It encompasses such practices as open publication, open peer review, and open 
access; 

■ and, encourages the “open notebook” approach, in which the process of scientific
research is openly shared, often in advance of a project’s completion.



Open Science

y y y y yElsevier

Example research workflows:
company silos / open science



Reference management tools –
global



Two service models: inside or outside
the digital library

Outside-in
■ Many scholars now manage their

bibliographic information 
electronically, organizing their
publication and citation from digital
libraries:

– IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, 
ISIS Web of Knowledge, Scopus

– Citeseer, Google Scolar

Inside-out
■ Personalization
– Zotero, Mendeley, Citeulike, 

Connotea

■ Socialization



Library services 
across the full 
workflow

And in the research preparation phase:
• advice on OA funding
• advice on data requirements
• access to funding search engines

• systematic reviews 
(A)

D
A
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Service types:
A = advice
I = infrastructure
S = spaces
T = training



Research Data Repositories

■ An external data archive or repository

■ An institutional research data repository

■ Zenodo OpenAire (CERN)

■ Thematic/community repositories



Digital library services: first conclusions

■ Current activities and trends inside and outside of digital libraries are connected to 
the roles librarians/libraries can play in helping to make these processes more 
readily available and adopted. 

■ Specific examples of how librarians/libraries are helping the transition to a more 
open exchange of scientific information can be evidenced.


